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1. Appendix A. Learning guide

A.1.�Introduction

What is free software? What is it and what are the implications of a free pro-

gram licence? How is free software developed? How are free software projects

financed and what are the business models associated to them that we are

experiencing? What motivates developers, especially volunteers, to become

involved in free software projects? What are these developers like? How are

their projects coordinated, and what is the software that they produce like?

In short, what is the overall panorama of free software?

These are the sort of questions that we will try to answer in this document.

Because although free software is increasing its presence in the media and

in debates among IT professionals, and although even citizens in general are

starting to talk about it, it is still unknown for many people. And even those

who are familiar with it are often aware of just some of its features, and mostly

ignorant about others.

A.2.�Aims

The general aim is, unquestionably, that the reader understand and think log-

ically about basic free software concepts and their main implications. Let us

look for more specific aims:

• Knowing what is (and what is not) free software and the main conse-

quences that such a definition has.

• Exploring the rudiments of the legal questions surrounding free software

and, particularly, the importance of licenses, the main types and their con-

sequences.

• Having a perspective of the reality of free software, from a global and his-

torical point of view and from the perspective of the most advanced and

current projects.

• Learning and getting to know the methods in which free software projects

may be financed (when such means exist) and the relevant business mod-

els.

• Learning the most important details of the free software development

models and the methods for studying them from the perspective of soft-

ware engineering.
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A.3.�Contents�and�learning�plans

This text is structured into various chapters (didactic modules) and written in

such a way that they are practically independent and self-contained, which

means that, excepting the introduction, the book can be read in any order.

However, readers are advised to follow the order established for the book, in

accordance with the plan below.

The course will be structured in ECTS credits, which means that the planning

will require an overall effort form the student, which will include exercises

and debates, which will last 150 hours.

Chapter 1 (6 hours). Introductory module discussing all the specific aspects

of free software and focusing essentially on an explanation of the underlying

basis, for people who are learning about the matter for the first time and on

highlighting its importance. An introduction covering the definition of free

software  and its main consequences, amongst other elements, will be provid-

ed.

Aims Content Mate-
rials

Activities Time

Learning what freedom means with re-
gard to software

The four freedoms Section
1.1.1

Reading the material 2
hours

Distinguishing between free software
and other related concepts

Definition of related concepts, whether
they are similar or analogous

Section
1.1.2

Reading the material and making
suggestions

1 hour

Introducing the reasons for which free
software is made

Ethical and practical motivations Section
1.2

Reading the material and making
suggestions

1 hour

Introducing the consequences of free
software

Consequences for the user, the State,
the developer, etc.

Section
1.3

Reading the material and making
suggestions

2
hours

Chapter 2 (14 hours). Historical development of the world of free software,

from its beginning in the seventies to the current moment, offering a broad

vision of the most notable milestones, the main projects, the financial, pro-

fessional or social evolution, etc.

Aims Content Materials Activities Time

Learning about the "prehistory"
of free software

Facts before the existence of
the concept

Section 2.1 and beginning
of annex B

Reading the material and
making suggestions

2
hours

Learning about the history of free
software all the way up to the
present day

Most significant events in
chronological order

Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and
rest of annex B

Reading the material and
making suggestions

10
hours

Trying to predict the future Some predictions (hopes and
problems)

Section 2.5 Reading the material and
making suggestions

2
hours
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Chapter 3 (9 hours). Legal aspects of free software. The most common free

software licenses and their effects on business and development models will

be analysed in detail.

Aims Content Mate-
rials

Activities Time

Learning the basic concepts of intellec-
tual and industrial property

Copyright, intellectual property,
patents, brands, industrial secrets

Section
3.1

Reading the material and making
suggestions

3
hours

Learning the legal basis of free software:
the licenses

Definition of free licenses and the fea-
tures of the most important licenses

Section
3.2

Reading the material and making
suggestions

7
hours

Chapter 4 (8 hours). Characteristics of free software developers and the moti-

vations that lead them to participate in the projects, thereby making the ex-

istence of free programs possible.

Aims Content Materials Activities Time

Getting to know the type of people
that develop free software

Ages, genders, professions, geo-
graphical location, etc.

Sections 4.1, 4.2,
4.3 and 4.4

Reading the material and
making suggestions

4
hours

Learning how much time to spend
on it and why

Weekly dedication, motivations,
questions of prestige and leader-
ship

Sections 4.5, 4.6,
4.7 and 4.8

Reading the material and
making suggestions

4
hours

Chapter 5 (22 hours). Financial aspects of free software and, especially, meth-

ods for financing the projects and business models that are being explored.

Aims Content Materials Activities Time

Learning about the sources of fi-
nance

Financial sources used Section 5.1 Reading the material and mak-
ing suggestions

8
hours

Learning how to profit from free
software

Business models Sections 5.2 and 5.3 Reading the material and mak-
ing suggestions

8
hours

Learning about the relationship be-
tween free software and the monop-
olistic situations that are typical in
the software industry

Monopolies and software. Free
software's role

Sections 5.1, 5.2,
5.3 and 5.4

Reading the material and mak-
ing suggestions

6
hours

Chapter 6 (28 hours). Relationship of policies and free software and, especially,

policies for promoting free software and the use of free software by public

administrations.

Aims Content Mate-
rials

Activities Time

Learning about the effect of free soft-
ware on public administrations.

Main effects and difficulties in imple-
mentation

Section
6.1

Reading the material and making
suggestions

4
hours

Learning about what administrations do
or can do with regard to free software

Solutions to needs, promotion and in-
vestment in R&D

Section
6.2

Reading the material and making
suggestions

4
hours
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Aims Content Mate-
rials

Activities Time

Learning about legislative initiatives Revision of legislative initiatives for im-
plementing or supporting free software,
including examples of specific texts.

Section
6.3

Reading the material and making
suggestions

20
hours

Chapter 7 (12 hours). Management and development models for free software

projects, techniques that have been successful and quantitative and qualita-

tive studies of free software from the perspective of development.

Aims Content Materials Activities Time

Learning about the paradigmatic
models of software development

"The cathedral and the
bazaar"

Sections 7.1, 7.2, 7.3
and 7.5

Reading the material and suggested
bibliography

3
hours

Learning about the processes involved
in the development of free software

Characteristic processes Section 7.4 Reading the material and suggested
bibliography

3
hours

Learning about the possibilities and re-
alities that the availability of sources
and the associated registries bring to
the free software engineering

Resources and quantita-
tive studies

Section 7.6 Reading the material and suggested
bibliography

3
hours

Learning what remains to be done in
free software engineering

Future tasks Section 7.7 Reading the material and suggested
bibliography

3
hours

Chapter 8 (14 hours). Introduction of the technologies and development en-

vironments for free software and their effects on the management and evolu-

tion of the projects.

Aims Content Materials Activities Time

Learning the general features of the
environments and the tools that free
software developers use

General characterisation Section 8.1 Reading the material and suggest-
ed bibliography

1/2
hour

Learning the basic development tools Languages, compilers, operating
systems, etc.

Section 8.2
and 8.3

Reading the material and suggest-
ed bibliography

2
hours

Learning the basic methods with
which developers work together

Messaging, forums, repositories,
chats and wikis

Section 8.4 Reading the material and suggest-
ed bibliography

2
hours

Learning the mechanisms used to
manage sources and their versions

CVS and new alternatives Section 8.5 Reading the material and suggest-
ed bibliography

4
hours

Learning how free software is docu-
mented

Languages and tools for documen-
tation

Section 8.6 Reading the material and suggest-
ed bibliography

2
hours

Learning how errors and tasks are
managed

Bug management systems Section 8.7 Reading the material and suggest-
ed bibliography

1 hour

Learning how portability is supported Resources for other architectures Section 8.8 Reading the material and suggest-
ed bibliography

1/2
hour

Learning about the public environ-
ments of integrated development

SourceForge and others Section 8.9 Reading the material and suggest-
ed bibliography

2
hours
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Chapter 9 (30 hours). Studying free software projects (revising the most in-

teresting classical free software projects, in terms of results obtained, manage-

ment model, historical evolution, effect on other projects, etc.). Study of com-

panies related to free software.

Aims Content Materials Activities Time

Learning an example of operating sys-
tems

Linux and *BSD Sections 9.1 and
9.2

Reading the material and suggested bibliog-
raphy

8
hours

Learning an example of desktop envi-
ronments

Gnome and KDE Sections 9.3 and
9.4

Reading the material and suggested bibliog-
raphy

8
hours

Learning an example of system pro-
grams

Apache Section 9.5 Reading the material and suggested bibliog-
raphy

2
hours

Learning an example of end user pro-
grams

Mozilla and
OpenOffice

Sections 9.6 and
9.7

Reading the material and suggested bibliog-
raphy

4
hours

Learning an example of a distribution Red Hat and De-
bian

Sections 9.8 and
9.9

Reading the material and suggested bibliog-
raphy

8
hours

Chapter 10 (6 hours). Module in which free resources other than software

are presented; these are resources that have been created partly thanks to free

software and the model that it has given.

Aims Content Mate-
rials

Activities Time

Learning other free resources Free texts, hardware, teaching materials
and art

Section
10.1

Reading the material and suggested
bibliography

3
hours

Learning about the applicable
licenses

Licenses, especially the Creative Com-
mons licenses

Section
10.2

Reading the material and suggested
bibliography

3
hours
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2. Appendix B. Key dates in the history of free
software

This is only a list of the dates that could be considered to be important in the

history of free software. It is based on the one that appears in [132] and the

one provided by the Open Source Initiative [146] and is not supposed to be

comprehensive: there are certainly many important dates that have not been

included in the list. However, we hope to provide a sufficiently complete view

of the historical landscape in which the world of free software has evolved.

Dates Events

1950s and 1960s The software is distributed with its source code and without any restrictions on the user groups
such as SHARE (IBM) and DECUS (DEC).

1969, April RFC number 1, which describes the first Internet (then called ARPANET) is published. The free
availability of the RFCs and, particularly, of the specifications of the protocols used in Internet
were key factors for its development.

1970, January IBM began selling its software separately, creating the beginning of the proprietary software in-
dustry.

1972 Unix begins to be distributed in universities and research centres.

1973 Unix arrives at Berkeley University, in California. The history of Unix BSD begins.

1973 SPICE is placed by Donald O. Penderson in the public domain. With time, it will become the
standard in its field (integrated circuit simulators).

1978 Donald Knuth, of Stanford University, starts working on TeX, an electronic typesetting system
that will be distributed as free software.

1983 Richard Stallman writes "The GNU Manifesto", in which he asks for software to be shared with
the public again.

1984 The GNU project begins. The developers that work on it, initially coordinated by Richard Stall-
man, begin to create a large number of tools similar to those in Unix, including an editor
(Emacs) and a compiler (GCC). The aim is to build an operating system that is completely free.

1985 The X Consortium, based at MIT, distributes the X Window system as free software, under a li-
cense that is hardly restrictive at all.

1985 Richard Stallman founds the Free Software Foundation. Among other tasks, the Foundation will
work as a centre that receives the funds and resources that will assist the development of the
GNU project and as the owner of the intellectual property generated by the project.

1989 Cygnus, the first company that essentially provides commercial services for free software (in-
cluding support, development and adaptation of free programs), is founded.

1989 The Network Simulator (or simply, ns) begins to be developed as a variant of the REAL Network
Simulator. Ns is a free telecommunication network simulator that will be used extensively by
universities all over the world and that will become a standard in its field, to a certain extent.

1990 The Free Software Foundation announces that it intends to build a kernel that will be called
GNU Hurd. The aim of this project is to complete what the GNU project's strategy was most
missing: a complete operating system.
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Dates Events

1991 William and Lynne Jolitz write a series in Dr. Dobbs Journal on how to port BSD Unix to PC based
on the i386.

1991, August Linus Torvalds, a twenty-one year old Finnish student announces that he has begun work on a
free Unix-type kernel using GNU tools, such as GCC. His aim at the time is to build a free Minix.

1991, October Linus Torvalds releases the first version of his kernel, which is still very primitive and is called Lin-
ux.

1992 The US Air Force awards New York University a contract to build an open source compiler for
the new version of Ada (a language that it was almost obligatory to use at that time in all con-
tracts with the US military), Ada 95. The NYU team chooses GNU GCC for the generation of
code and calls its compiler GNAT (GNU NYU Ada 95 Translator).

1992, July William and Lynne Jolitz release 386BSD 0.1, which, with time, will give rise to the projects
NetBSD, FreeBSD and later OpenBSD.

1993 SuSE is founded in Germany, which begins its business distributing Slackware Linux, translated
into German.

1993, August Ian Murdock starts a new distribution based on Linux called Debian GNU/Linux, which will be-
come the distribution built by voluntary developers with the most participants.

1993, December FreeBSD 1.0, one of the first stable distributions derived from the Jolitz's 386BSD is released on
the Internet.

1994 The GNAT developers found the company Ada Core Technologies, with the aim of guarantee-
ing its development and evolution in the future and with a business model based on providing
services to their clients' compiler (and not selling the compiler itself, which continues to be free
software). With time, GNAT will become the leader in the market of Ada compilers.

1994, January Version 0.91 of Debian GNU/Linux is released; it is the fruit of the efforts of twelve developers.

1994, March The first edition of the Linux Journal is published.

1994, 29th July Marc Ewing publishes the first version of Red Hat Linux. As is the case with Debian, the aim is to
improve the results of the predominant distribution in that time, Slackware.

1994, October NetBSD 1.0. is released

1995 Bob Young founds Red Hat Software buying the Red Hat Linux distribution from its creator,
Marc Ewing, and merging it with his own business, ACC, which has been selling materials relat-
ed to Linux and Unix through catalogue since 1993. A little later, Red Hat Linux 2.0 is released;
it is the first distribution that includes the RPM packaging format.

1995 DARPA supports the development of ns through the VINT project.

1995, January FreeBSD 2.0. is released

1995, April The first official release of Apache (0.6.2) takes place.

1996 The First Conference on Freely Redistributable Software takes place in Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts, US.

1996, October The KDE project is announced; it is one of the first to address usability problems in the Unix en-
vironment and the first that tries to do so on a large scale in the world of free software.

1997, January Eric S. Raymond presents his paper "The cathedral and the bazaar", in which he expresses his
opinions on why certain free software development models work.

1997, August Miguel de Icaza announces the GNOME project, a competitor to KDE with similar aims, but with
the explicit objective of ensuring that the whole of the resulting system is free software. Born as
a reaction of the Free Software Foundation and others to the licensing problems that KDE had,
which involved a fundamental component, the Qt library, which was not free software at that
time.
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Dates Events

1998, 22nd January Netscape declares its intention of distributing as free software the code of its browser (Netscape
Navigator), which had been the leader in the web browser market.

1998, 3rd February Chris Peterson, Todd Anderson, John Hall, Larry Augustin, Sam Ockman and Eric Raymond meet
up to study the consequences of Netscape's announcement with regard to the release of its
browser and decide to promote the term open source software [146], using it as a brand that
guarantees that the products that have it consist of free software. The promoters of this term
understand that it is more appropriate for the corporate world than the one that was more
commonly used up to that moment, free software. The Open Source Initiative is created to man-
age the term.

1998, 31st March Netscape publishes a large part of its source code for Netscape Navigator on the Internet.

1998, 7th May Corel announces the NetWinder, a network computer based on Linux. It is the first time that
a large company commercialises an element that uses software that is basically free software.
Shortly afterwards, Corel announces its plan to port its office software (which includes WordPer-
fect) to Linux, which is also a novelty for the time.

1998, 28th May Sun Microsystems and Adaptec become part of Linux International. They are the first big IT
companies to do so.

1998, June The technical conference of USENIX, which is usually dedicated to Unix, opens a parallel session
called FREENIX, focusing on free software.

1998, 22nd June IBM announces that it will commercialise and provide support for Apache, using it as the server
of its WebSphere product line.

1998, July Debian GNU/Linux 2.0 is released; it has been built by more than three hundred volunteers and
the distribution includes more than one thousand five hundred packages.

1998, July KDE 1.0 is released; it is the first version distributed as stable. Several GNU/Linux distributions in-
corporate it shortly afterwards.

1998, August Linus Torvalds and Linux appear on the cover of Forbes magazine.

1998, 29th September Red Hat, which is the leading company in the market of Linux-based distributions at the time,
announces that Intel and Netscape have bought a minority share in its capital. Free software be-
gins to awaken interest among investors.

1998, November MandrakeSoft is founded and shortly afterwards, it releases Mandrake Linux, its distribution of
GNU/Linux.

1998, 1st November The Halloween Documents, in which Microsoft supposedly identifies GNU/Linux and free soft-
ware as an important competitor and plans how to attack it, are published.

1999, 27th January HP and SGI announce that they will support Linux in their computers, which marks the begin-
ning of a trend: the abandonment of proprietary Unix by the computer manufacturers that used
them as their operating system, in favour of Linux.

1999, March GNOME 1.0, which will subsequently be made more stable (October GNOME) and incorporat-
ed in several GNU/Linux distributions, is released.

1999, 9th March Debian GNU/Linux 2.1 is released, with more than two thousand packages.

1999, 15th March Apple releases Darwin, which will be the central component of its new Mac OS X, under a free
license.

1999, August Red Hat is floated on the stock exchange. The price of the shares increases enormously in the
first days after the float, to the extent that it is capitalised at 4,800 million dollars. Later, other
companies related to free software, such as VA Linux and Andover.net, will also be floated on
the stock exchange. The value of the shares of all these companies will plummet a few years lat-
er, when the dotcom bubble explodes; many of these companies will not survive the event.
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Dates Events

1999, October Two companies are founded in order to produce software in the framework of the GNOME
project: Eazel (which will go bankrupt in 2002, after producing Nautilus, a file manager) and
Helix Code (later renamed Ximian and subsequently bought by Novell, which will produce tools
such as Red Carpet or Evolution).

1999, November Red Hat Software buys Cygnus. The resulting company is the biggest company in the world in
the field of free software.

2000, January Mozilla M13, considered by many as the first reasonably stable version of Mozilla, is released al-
most two years after the release of a large part of Netscape Navigator's code.

2000, May GNOME 1.2 (Bongo GNOME) is released.

2000, August The creation of the GNOME Foundation is announced.

2000, 15th August Debian GNU/Linux 2.2 is released, with more than two thousand five hundred source packages,
which comprise approximately 55 million lines of code.

2001, January Version 2.4 of Linux is released.

2001, 15th January Wikipedia is started. The idea of building an encyclopaedia using a wiki as IT support, where, in
principle, anyone can cooperate, applying working methods that are very similar to those used
in free software, becomes a reality.

2002, 30th January ObjectWeb, an organisation founded in France by Bull, France Telecom and INRIA that is one of
the first organisations designed to produce free software by cooperating with companies and re-
search centres, is founded with clearly commercial objectives and the idea of being the nucleus
of an international community of interests.

2002, 3rd April KDE 3.0, the third generation of the KDE desktop environment, is released. The quality of free
desktops begins to match that of traditional commercial desktops.

2002, April The gnuLinEx project is publicly announced; with this project, the Regional Government of Ex-
tremadura (Spain) wishes to use its own GNU/Linux distribution in the computers of all the pub-
lic schools in the region.

2002, May Mozilla 1.0, the first officially stable version of the project, is released.

2002, 1st May The office suite, OpenOffice.org 1.0, is released; it will soon become a standard office applica-
tion suite in the free software world.

2002, 26th June GNOME 2.0, which represents an important step forward for users, with a more carefully de-
signed interface and more attention to user-friendliness, is released. Other aspects that improve
the accessibility are also introduced.

2002, 19th July Debian GNU/Linux 3.0 is released with more than 100 million lines of source code; more than
nine hundred developers participate in this version.

2002, 28th July Version 3.0 of Knoppix is released; it is an evaluation distribution that can be installed on a hard
disk quickly and easily, and it becomes a tremendous success.

2002, 23rd September The first version of Firefox (which is called Phoenix at the time) is released, as an experimental
extension based on the code of Mozilla Suite that is supposed to be simpler.

2002, December Red Hat Softwre announces that its cash flow in the second and third quarters of 2002 was pos-
itive.

2002, 16th December The first Creative Commons licenses are published (although the project was launched in 2001).

2003, January MandrakeSoft, a company that produces the Mandrake Linux distribution, declares bankruptcy.

2003, 19th January FreeBSD 5.0-RELEASE is released, after almost three years of work since the previous stable large-
scale version.
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Dates Events

2003, 22nd January The number of articles in English on Wikipedia reaches one hundred thousand articles. Shortly
afterwards, the number of German articles reaches ten thousand.

2003, February Motorola begins selling the A760 in China; it is the first mobile telephone that uses an operating
system based on Linux (the MontaVista Linux distribution).

2003, 6th March The SCO group files a lawsuit against IBM for devaluing its version of Unix. This marks the begin-
ning of a lawsuit in which IBM is accused of contributing code that belongs to SCO to the Linux
kernel.

2003, 28th May Munich City Council (Germany) announces that Linux will replace Windows in most of its com-
puter systems.

2003, July MandrakeSoft announces that its finances have been positive for the whole year and that it ex-
pects to come out of receivership in late 2003.

2003, 7th July An open letter [220] is written to the WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization) asking it
to examine new open models of collaborative creation (including free software but also the Hu-
man Genome project or open scientific journals).

2003, 15th July The Mozilla Foundation is established. Netscape Inc. (now the property of AOL) announces that
it will no longer develop the Netscape browser and, therefore, it will no longer work on the
Mozilla project. The Mozilla Foundation is established with a donation of two million dollars
from AOL and material support and human resources from various companies, including AOL it-
self, Red Hat and Sun Microsystems.

2003, 4th August Novell buys Ximian Inc., one of the leading companies in the development of free software (es-
pecially for GNOME), as part of its strategy to establish itself in the market for Linux-related so-
lutions.

2003, 2nd September OpenOffice.org 1.1 is released.

2003, 24th September The European Parliament amends the Directive on Patentability of Computer-Implemented In-
ventions so that (if it is approved as it stands) software patents are not allowed in the European
Union. The Directive, which was originally proposed by the European Commission precisely to
ensure that these types of patents were legal, is still in the codecision procedure, in which the
Council of Ministers will also have to provide its opinion.

2003, 5th November Version 1 (FC1) of de Fedora Core, the fruit of the communal development process that Red
Hat had announced a few months before, is released. As of this moment, the company Red Hat
will commercialise Red Hat Enterprise Linux, whilst the Fedora Core collections are not officially
maintained by Red Hat, but by the community of voluntary developers that build it with the as-
sistance of Red Hat (which already existed before Red Hat decides on this collaboration).

2004, 13th January Novell finishes its purchase of SuSE for a total of 210 million dollars.

2004, 9th February The Mozilla Foundation decides to change the Mozilla Firebird name (previously called Phoenix)
to Mozilla Firefox. This will be the definitive name of the browser, while its development is close
to version 1.0.

2004, 18th May The European Council, as part of the codecision process on the European Directive on the
Patentability of Computer-Implemented Inventions, decides to submit a compromise  version of
the text to the European Parliament; however, it is accused of ignoring the Parliament's vote, as
the new version permits the patenting of software. The decision is so contentious, even within
the Council itself, that it is not formally approved until March 2005.

2004, 8th September Pepper Computer announces that it will launch the first miniPC with a touch screen that uses an
operating system that is completely free, based on Fedora Core.

2004, 20th September The number of articles on Wikipedia reaches one million, in one hundred and five languages.

2004, 20th October The first version of Ubuntu is released; it is based on Debian and the aim is to publish new ver-
sions regularly. The construction of the distribution is financed by the company Canonical,
which offers maintenance and services for the distribution. The distribution will become very
successful, fairly quickly.
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Dates Events

2004, 9th November Version 1.0 of Firefox is released, after a long series of preparatory versions. This version was
downloaded more than 25 million times in the one hundred days following its release.

2005, 24th January MandrakeSoft announces that it is buying the Brazilian company Conectiva, which releases a
distribution based on linux with the same name. Shortly afterwards, MandrakeSoft announces
that it is changing its name to Mandriva.

2005, 1st May OASIS recognises ODF (open document format), the data format use by OpenOffice.org 2.0,
among others, as a standard.

2005, 25th May Nokia announces its Nokia 770, a miniPC that uses a version of Debian GNU/Linux with the X
Window system and GTK+.

2005, 6th June Debian GNU/Linux 3.1 is released; it now has more than 200 million lines of source code.

2005, 14th June Sun Microsystems releases Open Solaris, the free version of its Solaris operating system.

2005, 15th June Mandriva buys the US company Lycoris (previously called Redmond Linux) and begins working
on a distribution that incorporates the previous versions of Mandrake, Conectiva and Lycoris.

2005, 6th ly The European Parliament rejects the proposal of the Directive on the Patentability of Computer-
Implemented Inventions received from the Council of Ministers, during the second reading. This
means that the only legal text applicable to the subject in the European Union is the European
Patent Convention of 1973.

2005, 20th October Version 2.0 of OpenOffice.org, which is distributed under the LGPL, is released.

2005, December The first version of Ruby on Rails, a work environment for the development of web applications
using the model-view-controller architecture, is released. Distributed with license X11, it will be
widely used in the prototyping and development of numerous web services.

2005, December Nicholas Negroponte announces the OLPC (One Laptop Per Child) project, which has the aim
of designing and building a portable PC of 100 dollars for children in developing countries. It
uses free software with a GNU/Linux version called Sugar, based on Red Hat.

2005, 14th December The science journal Nature publishes a paper comparing Wikipedia with the Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica; according to the paper, the degree of precision with regard to scientific subjects of
both encyclopaedias is similar.

2006, 16th January The first draft of the GPLv3 is published; it is an attempt to update the GPL, which is the license
that is most commonly used for free software projects at the time (and by a long way). At this
point, an open debating process begins with regard to the changes.

2006, 1st March The number of articles in English on Wikipedia reaches one million.

2006, 20th March Fedora Core 5 is released.

2006, 1st June Ubuntu 6.06 LTS is released; it is advertised as being supported by the company Canonical for
three years.

2006, August The number of Firefox downloads reaches 200 million (there are many more downloads from
unofficial sites, which are not taken into account). Around this time, it is estimated that the
browser has a 12% share of the global market (approximately 20% in Europe).

2006, 12th November Sun announces that it will release the different versions of the Java platform under the GPL. Up
until this moment, these versions had been distributed for free in binary, which Sun had justified
citing compatibility and stability issues; however this has made it extremely difficult to use Java
in free software distributions.

2006, 30th November The ISO (International Standards Organization) and the IEC (International Electrotechnical Com-
mission) jointly publish OASIS' ODF version as an international standard (ISO/IEC 26300:2006)
for the exchange of office information.
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Dates Events

2006, December The Taiwanese company First International Computer (FIC) presents the first advanced mobile
telephone based on code that is completely open, in the Open Source in Mobile conference. It
is called Neo1973, it costs 350 dollars and it uses a software platform called OpenMoko, based
on the kernel of Linux 2.6, GTK+, X Windows and Matchbox.

2007, January The FLOSSImpact [80] study, on the effect (especially the economic effect) of free software, is
published. The study has been financed by the European Commission and it is the first large-
scale study in the field.

2007, 23rd February Version 3.0 of the Creative Commons Licenses is published.

2007, 8th pril Version 4.0 of Debian GNU/Linux is released.
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3. Appendix C. GNU Public License

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright© 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 675 Mass Ave, Cam-

bridge, MA 02139, USA

Literal copies of this document may be copied and distributed, but not mod-

ified.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most

of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software

is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply

it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to de-

ny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the soft-

ware, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make

sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps:

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer

you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or

modify the software.
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Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that ev-

eryone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the soft-

ware is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually

obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent

this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

TERMS�AND�CONDITIONS�FOR�COPYING,�DISTRIBUTION�AND�MODIFI-

CATION

0) This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or

any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing

the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without

limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered

by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made

by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program

does.

1) You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code

as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appro-

priately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer

of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the

absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy

of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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2) You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such

modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

• a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

that you changed the files and the date of any change.

• b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole

or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms

of this License.

• c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in

the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including

an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a

copy of this License. (Exception: if the program itself is interactive but

does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the

program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sec-

tions of that work are not derived from the program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

which is a work based on the program, the distribution of the whole must be

on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to

the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights

to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to

control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the program with

the program (or with a work based on the program) on a volume of a storage

or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

3) You may copy and distribute the program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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• a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

• b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give

any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically perform-

ing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corre-

sponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface def-

inition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of

the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed

need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself

accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even

though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the ob-

ject code.

4) You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the program except as

expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5) You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the pro-

gram or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the program (or

any work based on the program), you indicate your acceptance of this License

to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modify-

ing the program or works based on it.

6) Each time you redistribute the program (or any work based on the pro-

gram), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor

to copy, distribute or modify the program subject to these terms and condi-
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tions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise

of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

by third parties to this License.

7) If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringe-

ment or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are

imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that con-

tradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the condi-

tions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then

as a consequence you may not distribute the program at all. For example, if

a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the program

by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the

only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely

from distribution of the program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any par-

ticular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the

section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this sec-

tion has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distri-

bution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people

have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is

up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software

through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

8) If the distribution and/or use of the program is restricted in certain countries

either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder

who places the program under this License may add an explicit geographical

distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is per-

mitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this Li-

cense incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9) The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be

similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the program specifies

a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version",

you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that ver-
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sion or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose

any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10) If you wish to incorporate parts of the program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for per-

mission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

NO�WARRANTY

11) BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLI-

CABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPY-

RIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MER-

CHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST

OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12) IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED

TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY

WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMIT-

TED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENER-

AL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT

OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR

LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PRO-

GRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLD-

ER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

END�OF�TERMS�AND�CONDITIONS

How�to�Apply�These�Terms�to�Your�New�Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which

everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of

warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer

to where the full notice is found.

one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does. Copyright (C)

yyyy name of author

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Soft-

ware Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILI-

TY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public

License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin

Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) yearname of author Gnomovision

comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is

free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appro-

priate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use

may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even

be mouse-clicks or menu items -whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may con-

sider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library.

If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License in-

stead of this License.
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4. Appendix D. Texts of some legislative proposals and
related documents

Below is the literal text of some of the legislative proposals mentioned in chap-

ter 6 and of some of the related documents.

D.1.�Draft�bill�brought�by�Laffitte,�Trégouët�and�Cabanel�(France)

We provide below a translation of the proposed law made in October 1999

by the French senators Pierre Laffitte, René Trégouët and Guy Cabanel

[laffitte99:_propos].

D.1.1.�Recitals

(Only the paragraphs on free software are included.)

[...] In order to guarantee the perpetuity of accessible data, facilitate its ex-

change and ensure that citizens have free access to information, the use of this

information by the Administration must not depend on the goodwill of soft-

ware manufacturers. It is necessary to have free systems whose development

may be guaranteed thanks to the manufacturers' source code being available

to all.

Free software is currently developing very fast. There are many IT companies

that recognise that the future of their business is not in selling software, but

in assisting people that use it, by providing the associated services.

Our bill would establish that, after a transitional period defined by decree, the

use of free software will be obligatory in all public administrations.

Proprietary software, whose source code is not freely available, may only be

used in specific cases, when an authorisation is provided by a free software

agency. [...]

D.1.2.�Articles

• Article 1. On the dematerialisation of information and data exchange be-

tween public administrations.

State services, local administrations and public bodies will ensure that

their information and data are put into an electronic format, with elec-

tronic networks, as of 1st January 2002.
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The conditions that regulate the transition from the current paper-based

exchange and the future exchange using electronic formats and networks

will be specified by decree.

• Article 2. On the dematerialisation of public market processes.

In order to guarantee a great degree of transparency and quick access to in-

formation for companies, all public tenders and the attached documents,

will be published in electronic formats and networks, as of 1st January

2002. Likewise, all bids for public tenders must be published in electronic

formats and networks.

A decree will determine the mechanisms of the transition to electronic

processes.

• Article 3. On open technologies.

Subject to the exceptions mentioned in article 4, as of 1st January 2002,

State services, local administrations and public bodies may only use soft-

ware that is free to use and modify and for which the source code is avail-

able.

A decree will determine the terms and conditions of the transition.

• Article 4. On the Free Software Agency.

A Free Software Agency will be created. It will be in charge of informing

the State services, local administration and public bodies of the conditions

in which this law must be applied. The Agency will determine the use of

software licenses that are appropriate in the context established by this

law.

The Agency will ensure the interoperability of the free software used by

the public administrations.

The Agency will make an inventory, for each sector, of any fields in which

there is no available free software, no applicable software that can be freely

used and modified or no applicable software whose source code is avail-

able. On the basis of this inventory, the Agency will declare the relevant

public administrations as exempt from this law.

The Free Software Agency will be open to all Internet users, and their de-

cisions must be preceded by consultations made on the Internet.

A representative of the Free Software Agency will be appointed in each

prefecture.

The Free Software Agency's methods of working will be established by de-

cree.

• Article 5. On the dissemination of the modifications to the software used

in the context of this law.

The Free Software Agency will ensure, whilst respecting copyrights, that

the modifications to the software are disseminated in accordance with the

framework of this law.
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• Article 6.

The costs incurred by the State as a result of this law will be compensated

through increases in the rights defined in articles 575 and 575A of the

General Tax Code.

D.2.�Draft�Bill�of�Le�Déaut,�Paul�and�Cohen�(France)

We will now provide a translation of practically the whole of the draft bill

presented by Jean-Yves Le Déaut, Christian Paul and Pierre Cohen in April

2000.

D.2.1.�Recitals

The tremendous growth in the use of new information technologies and

telecommunications has made it necessary to produce accompanying legisla-

tion. The public services and the local administrations must become the mod-

el and engine of the information society that will guarantee individual free-

doms, consumer safety and equal opportunities in the field in question.

Various examples show that, despite some significant progress achieved

thanks to the actions of the Government in the field of the information soci-

ety, the State services tend to use communication standards that are intimate-

ly linked to one single private provider, which means that a user or collective

is bound to act as the client of this same provider, thereby strongly reinforcing

the phenomena of abuse of dominant position.

The State service often use software with source code that is not available,

which makes it impossible to correct the bugs and faults that the suppliers

themselves refuse to correct or check whether there are security deficiencies

in sensitive applications. The State services use, sometimes unknowingly, soft-

ware that secretly transmits information that is a priori considered confiden-

tial, to foreign societies or organisations.

However, the economic models of the software and telecommunications in-

dustry developed by the market are based, to a large extent, on the appropri-

ation of clientele and the exponential valuation of the obtainment of user

profiles. These economic models reward strategies of providing incompatible

products, of industrial secrets and of planned obsolescence and the violation

of individual freedoms. Although the French State cannot eliminate these un-

derlying tendencies using the law due to the transnational nature of commu-

nication networks, it can, however, facilitate the development of an informa-

tion society on French soil that is respectful of public freedoms, of consumer

safety and of equal opportunities, and this would hopefully set a precedent

for Europe and the world.
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The law is based on five principles: a citizen's right to have free access to public

information, the perpetuity of public data, the security of the State, consumer

safety in the information society and the principle of software interoperability.

In order to guarantee the citizen's free access to public information, the code

of the computerised data provided by the Administration must not be linked

to one single supplier. Open standards, in other words, those in which the

data coding regulations are public, make it possible to guarantee free access, as

they permit, where necessary, the development of free compatible software.

In order to guarantee the perpetuity of the public data, the use and mainte-

nance of the software must not depend on the goodwill of the software's cre-

ators. It is necessary to have systems whose development is always guaranteed

by the availability of the source code. The principle of source code availability

in the framework of license-based contracts, which is a principle that to date

has only been present as an option in the legislation on public utility and

software package purchases, must become the rule and be applied to all public

software purchases.

We have deliberately avoided an ambiguous legislative approach based exclu-

sively on the use of free software. It would not be appropriate for the State, re-

gardless of the recognised quality of the free software, to favour a determined

economic model for the publication of software. On the contrary, the obliga-

tory resort to open communication standards and the publication of source

code will guarantee equal opportunities, in accordance with the principles of

interoperability of the legislation on software.

In order to guarantee national security, it is necessary to have systems that

are free of elements that may provide remote control of the system or the in-

voluntary transmission of information to any third parties. We need systems

whose source code is freely accessible to the public, so that it can be examined

by a large number of independent world experts. The bill that we propose

should provide more security for the State, as full working knowledge of the

source code would eliminate the growing number of pieces of software con-

taining "backdoors".

The bill that we propose would likewise reinforce consumer safety in the in-

formation society, as it would allow for the emergence of new offers of soft-

ware without "backdoors", which would not threaten the right to a private life

and individual freedoms.

But for equal opportunities to emerge, it will be necessary to reaffirm and re-

inforce the principle of interoperability in the legislation on software and leg-

islation on compatibility. Today, both of these rights are threatened by the

parties that benefit from their dominant monopolistic position, who put ob-

stacles to avoid the emergence of any competition.
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In order to guarantee the interoperability of software, the intellectual or in-

dustrial property rights of a software creator must not block the development

of new compatible software that would compete with him. The right to com-

patibility for all, in other words, the right to freely develop, publish and use

original software that is compatible with other software, must be guaranteed

by the law. Likewise, the principle of interoperability introduced by European

laws on software must prevail over the other intellectual or industrial property

rights that may apply. Particularly, the existence of a brand on a communica-

tions standard or a patent on an industrial process that is necessary to imple-

ment a communications standard, must not permit its owner to block or limit

the free dissemination of compatible free software.

The bill that we propose could be applied immediately. In effect, most soft-

ware editors are prepared to adopt open communication standards, such as

those defined in Paris, Boston and Tokyo by the World Wide Web Consortium.

There are many proprietary software editors that are likewise prepared to pro-

vide the French Government with the source code of their products. In addi-

tion, the offer of free software based on the Linux operating system will cov-

er many of the Administration's needs, now and in the future. However, the

Administrations and its collective bodies are not sufficiently informed about

the existence of open standards or the offers of software published with its

source code.

In order to facilitate the fast implementation of free standards, it is necessary

to reinforce the role of the Inter-ministerial Commission on Technical Sup-

port for the Development of Information Technologies and Communication

in the Administration (Mission Interministérielle de Soutin Technique pour

le Développement des Technologies de l'Information et de la Communication

dans l'Administration), and entrust it with the mission of carrying out and

disseminating within the Administration, a census of the offer of open stan-

dards and software published with its source code. If there is no market for

this, the MTIC will be in charge of developing new standards or new software

published with its source code. In order to carry out these new tasks, the MTIC

will be transformed into the Agency of Information Technologies and Com-

munication (AITC).

When there is no market, the AITC will be in charge of developing new stan-

dards or new software published with its source code. In order to ensure equal

opportunities, the software developments that occur will be put in the public

domain; therefore, these developments may be sold as proprietary software or

as free software, according to the license freely chosen by the editor. The AITC

will also be in charge of evaluating the levels of interoperability, perpetuity

and security of the software purchased by the French Administration.

More generally, the open communication systems and the availability of the

source code are essential to guarantee the interoperability, on a European lev-

el, between the IT systems of the different administrations and the nation-
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al public bodies, and to avoid that the interconnection between systems de-

pend solely on the goodwill of the software editors. The AITC will also be in

charge of participating in the international cooperation projects in the sphere

of information technologies and communications, and of facilitating interop-

erability with the information systems of the other European Union member

countries.

The bill that we propose would cover the concerns listed above. It reminds us

that the State can play an important role in the economy, preserving national

and European interests, whilst defending the market economy. This bill would

allow France to stand as the defender of freedom within the new information

and communication technologies.

D.2.2.�Articles

• Article 1.

For all computerised data exchanges, the State Administration, the local

administrations and the local bodies would have the obligation of using

open communication standards, constituted by public regulations and

procedures for exchanging digital data.

• Article 2.

The Administration, the public bodies and the territorial public adminis-

trations are obliged to use software whose source code is accessible.

• Article 3.

All individuals or corporate entities have the right to develop, publish or

use original software that is compatible with the communication stan-

dards of any other software.

• Article 4.

A public State body will be created, called the Agency of Information Tech-

nologies and Communications. This body would report to the Ministry of

Industry. The AITC will have the task of reporting to and advising the State

services, the collective bodies and the public bodies on the creation and

identification of the technical requirements with regard to information

and communication technologies. It will identify the needs of the pub-

lic services with regard to equipment and software, ensure that the com-

munication standards are harmonised and propose the technical practices

that must be applied. It will carry out inventories in each sector of activity

of the open standards and the available software.

Depending on the results of the inventory, it will support the develop-

ment of open standards and software published with its source code and

promote the use of this type of software in the public domain to mitigate

any deficiencies in the market.

The AITC will favour the interoperability with the information systems of

other EU member States and participate in the international cooperation
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projects in the sphere of information and communication technologies.

The AITC will have a representative in each prefecture.

The AITC's ways of working will be established by decree.

• Article 5.

The modes of applying this law, as well as the conditions of the transi-

tion from the current situation, will be established by decree issued by the

Council of State.

• Article 6.

The expenses incurred by the State as a result of applying this law will be

paid using the sums established in articles 575 and 575A of the General

Tax Code.

D.3.�Bill�proposed�by�Villanueva�and�Rodrich�(Peru)

We will now provide the translation into English of the literal text of most

of Draft Bill number 2485, on the Law on Free Software in Public Agencies,

of the Peruvian congressmen Edgar Villanueva Núñez and Jacques Rodrich

Ackerman [223].

D.3.1.�Recitals

The complexity of the world we are living in demands permanent review and

constant adaptation of its institutional framework to be up to date with the

current technological trends that the world imposes.

The discovery of new information technologies and among them, free soft-

ware, has become an ideal instrument to assure the preservation of the State's

data.

In this way technology fulfils its role of facilitating the different and multiple

human activities, being one of them, the handling of public information.

According to the Peruvian Constitution, in section 5 of article 2, "all persons

have the right to solicit information that they need without disclosing the

reason, and to receive that information from any public entity within the pe-

riod specified by law, at a reasonable cost. Information that affects personal

intimacy and that is expressly excluded by law or for reasons of national se-

curity is not subject to disclosure".

Section 6 of the same article emphasises the right all persons have "to be as-

sured that information services, computerised or not, public or private, do not

provide information that affects personal and family privacy".
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Having said this, it is obvious the concern of our Constitution for establishing

institutional bases that protect the citizens' freedom to information access and

the non-disclosure of information that affects personal and familiar intimacy,

likewise for reasons of national security.

The guarantee of these rights in our Constitution isn't solely based in the good-

will of the State's agents to fulfil the norms of the Constitution, but also by

the use of technologies that in some cases contribute and in others do not, to

an effective protection of said citizens' rights.

It is in this context that it is of utmost importance for the State the incorpo-

ration of those technologies that help to reinforce the exercise of the citizens'

access to information and its due reserve in cases that require so.

The use of free software in all of the State's agencies points in this direction.

Basically we can say that the fundamental principles that drive the present

Bill are tightly related to the basic guarantees of a democratic State and we

can sum them up in the following:

1) Free access of the citizens to public information

2) Perpetuity of public data

3) Security of the State and of the citizens

To guarantee the citizens' free access to public information, it is essential that

the coding of the data is not tied to a sole provider. The use of standard and

open formats assures this free access, making possible the creation of compat-

ible software.

To guarantee the perpetuity of public data, it is indispensable that the use and

maintenance of software do not depend on the goodwill of the providers, nor

on monopoly conditions, imposed by those. Systems whose evolution can be

guaranteed by the availableness of source code are needed.

To guarantee national security it's vital to have systems that are devoid of ele-

ments that allow remote control or the transmission of non-desired informa-

tion to third-parties. Therefore, it is essential to have systems whose source

code is freely accessible to the public, so that its inspection is allowed to the

State, the citizens and a great number of independent experts in the world.

This proposal provides more security, because the knowledge of the source

code will eliminate the growing number of programs with spy-ware.
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In the same way, this Bill furthers the security of the citizens, both in their

condition of legitimate holders of the information handled by the State as in

their condition of consumers. In this last case it would allow the growth of

an extensive supply of free software devoid of potential spy-ware that makes

it possible to jeopardise private life and individual freedoms.

The State, looking to improve the quality of public administration as both

keeper and manager of private information, will establish the conditions in

which agencies of the State will acquire software in the future, that is, in a

manner that is compatible with the constitutional guarantees and basic prin-

ciples previously stated.

The project clearly states that any given software in order to be acceptable

for the State must not only be technically adequate to carry out a given task,

but must also fulfil some requirements in license matters, without which the

State could not guarantee the citizens the adequate process of their data, look-

ing over for their integrity, confidentiality and permanent accessibility, all of

which are critical elements for its fulfilment.

The State establishes conditions for the use of software by the agencies of the

State, without meddling in any way in the transactions of the private sector.

It is acknowledged that the State does not have the ample spectrum of con-

tractual freedom that the private sector has, because it is restricted due to the

requirement of transparency of all public acts, and in this sense the common

benefit must be the leading factor to take into account when legislating over

this matter.

The project also guarantees the principle of equality before the Law, because

no natural or legal entity is excluded of the right to purvey those goods, under

the conditions stated in this Bill and without any more limitations than the

ones that are established in the Bill of Contracts and Acquisitions of the State

(TUO Supreme Decree number 012-2001-PCM).

Additionally to these advantages we could highlight benefits that would be-

gin to show up as a consequence of these measures, immediately after being

carried out.

To begin with, there are the job opportunities for local programmers. Of the

universe of server Software commercialised in the USA. over the last year, 27%

belongs to "free" software, a truly significant portion for that huge and com-

petitive market. The number speaks for itself and constitutes a firm answer to

those who would think that free software would imply a hefty limitation to

the employment of programmers of the country. On the contrary, the initia-

tive will allow the release of a great amount of resources, and an incentive to

boost human creativity.
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By making use of free software, professionals can analyse the root of the prob-

lems and improve the development in whatever cases are necessary, using the

globally available free software, under different licenses. It is an ideal area to

employ creativity, an aspect in which young Peruvians would be able to reach

good levels.

On the other hand, by means of the free software we get rid of illegal software

that is present in some agencies of the State. The non-permitted use of software

inside the State or the mere suspicion of this constitutes a powerful incentive

to make any given public employee modify the situation that goes against

intellectual property.

Although it is correct to say that the adoption of free software is not necessary

to abide by the law, its use will drastically reduce the irregular occurrences and

will act as a medium of legal infection, both in the State and the private sector.

We can count many countries that are formally acknowledging an exclusive

use of Free Software in the public sector.

Among them we have France, where a legal norm about this subject is being

debated. The government of the city of Mexico (DF) has already started an

important migration to adopt free software in a general way and this is the

leading country in this field in the western world. Also, in Brazil, the State of

Recife has ruled its adoption. The Popular Republic of China has been using

free software for several years as a policy of the State. The same applies to

Scandinavian countries. In the US both NASA and the US Navy among other

organisations have adopted free software for some of their needs, as have also

done so other government and private entities.

Finally, the project grants the execution of this law to the Presidency of the

Council of Ministers for being this organism the one that concentrates the

direction of all government institutions. In this sense it has a strategic advan-

tage for carrying out the given reform and the migratory process of proprietary

software to free software.

These are the types of ideas in which these aspects have been specified in this

legislative proposal.

D.3.2.�Cost/Benefit�analysis

This initiative does not imply any expense to the national treasury. However,

for the fulfilment of its aims, it will be necessary to reassign the governmental

expenditure whose incidence confines itself to what is effectively expended

by each governmental organism in the processes of contracts and bids of the

State for the acquisition of software.
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Although it is true that free software represents a substantial saving for the

State's economy, when compared with proprietary software, this is not the

central point of support of this Bill. As we have pointed out, its advantage

focuses on the technological reassurances that the program conveys to the

information that the State handles, information that in many instances is of

a reserved nature.

In this sense a better protection of the citizens' rights constitutes a non-mea-

surable benefit that must be taking into account from the cost/benefit analysis

point of view.

We can sum up the benefits of the project in the following subjects:

• National Security.

In order to perform its functions, the State must store and process infor-

mation on its citizens. The relationship between the individual and the

State depends on the privacy and integrity of this data, which must be

adequately kept against three specific risks:

1) Disclosure risk: confidential data must be handled in such way that the

access to them is made possible only to authorised persons and institu-

tions.

2) Risk of impossibility of access: the data must be stored in such way that

the access to them by authorised persons and institutions is guaranteed

for all its period of usefulness.

3) Risk of alteration: the alteration of data must be restricted, again only

to those authorised to do so.

With free software all these risks are considerably mitigated. It allows the

user to make a complete and exhaustive inspection of the mechanisms

that are used to process data. The fact that free software allows the in-

spection of its sources is an excellent security measure because having the

mechanisms exposed to the eyes of trained professionals makes hiding

malicious functions inside them exponentially more difficult, even if the

end user does not take the time to search for them by himself.

• Technological Independence.

With proprietary software there is no freedom of contract in the aspects of

extension and correction of the system in use, a technological dependence

is forged, one in which the provider is in the position of ruling, one-way

only, terms, deadlines and costs.

Free Software entitles the users with the freedom to control, correct and

modify the program to suit it better to their needs. This freedom is not

aimed at programmers only. Although they are the ones who can take

advantage of it first-hand, the users benefit greatly too, for in this way they

can hire any programmer (not necessarily the original author) to correct

given errors or add functionality.

• Local development.
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In the case of proprietary software, the user is able to execute or run a

program, but not to inspect or modify it; consequently, the user cannot

learn from it; the users become dependent on a technology that not on-

ly do they not understand but that is expressly prohibited to them. The

professionals in their environment, who could help the users to achieve

their aims, are equally limited: as the way in which the program works

is secret and its inspection is not permitted, it is not possible to fix it. In

this way, local professionals see their possibilities of offering added value

constantly more limited and their employment horizons narrow, along

with their chances to learn more. With free software, these disadvantages

of proprietary software are enormously mitigated.

• Cost of software.

The cost is greatly reduced because, being free, there is no need to ask for

additional licenses to continue using the program. This need does exist

with proprietary software. It is important for the user to be able to keep

these costs under control, because if he cannot, he might be impeded to

further carry on with his goals, bound by unplanned occurrences. Again,

here it is the technological dependence that threatens free software.

• More sources of employment.

With free software, handwork that was chained as a consequence of the

technological dependency of the State to proprietary software is freed.

Now user resources (in this case the State agencies) will be assigned for

maintenance and support of free software.

• Boost to creativity and entrepreneurship.

D.3.2.1.�Costs

The big cost that is involved with the change from proprietary to free software

is limited to the migratory process. Even if it is true that the migratory pro-

cess involves costs in studies, decision making to implement the new systems,

handwork to implement the change, data conversion, retraining of personal

and eventually expenses in licenses and/or development and time; it is no less

certain that all these are fixed costs and are paid only once.

On the other hand, proprietary software has its costs, which were paid and

which cannot be recovered. But aside from these costs there are others in-

volved with proprietary software: permanent updates (sometimes reinforced

by a self-supported monopoly) and above all the huge price for the State that

is the loss of the freedoms that guarantee the control of its own information.

These costs are permanent and with the passage of time, sooner or later they

exceed the fixed costs of carrying out a migration.

To summarise, the benefits of the migratory process exceed its costs.
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D.3.3.�Legal�Formula

D.3.3.1.�Article�1.�Aim�of�the�law

Employ exclusively free software in all the systems and computer equipment

of every State agency.

D.3.3.2.�Article�2.�Scope�of�application

The Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches as well as the autonomous

regional or local decentralised organisms and the corporations where the State

holds the majority of the shares will use free software in their systems and

computer equipment.

D.3.3.3.�Article�3.�Authority�of�application

The authority in charge to execute the law shall be the Council of Ministers.

D.3.3.4.�Article�4.�Definition�of�free�software

For the purposes of this law, program or free software shall be defined as that

whose license shall guarantee the user, without additional cost, the following:

• Unrestricted use of the program for any purpose.

• Unrestricted access to the respective source code.

• Exhaustive inspection of the working mechanisms of the program.

• Use of the internal mechanisms and arbitrary portions of the software, to

adapt them to the needs of the user.

• Freedom to make and distribute copies of the software.

• Modification of the software and freedom to distribute said modifications

of the new resulting software, under the same license of the original soft-

ware.

D.3.3.5.�Article�5.�Exceptions

Given the case where no solution which uses free software exists, that could

satisfy the determined necessity, the State Agencies could adopt the following

alternatives adhering to their order.
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If verifiable time constraints should occur in attending a technical problem

and proprietary software was found to be available, the organism that needed

it could negotiate a permission of exception before the competent authority

to utilise proprietary software that has the following characteristics:

• The programs shall comply with the stipulations mentioned in section 4

of the law, except for the free distribution of the modified program. In

such a case the permission of exception could be definitive.

• If no programs of the preceding category were available, those that exist in

a free project of advanced development shall be chosen. The permission

in this case shall be transitory and will automatically expire when the free

software becomes mature with the functionality that is necessary.

• If no products could be found that met these conditions, then proprietary

software could be used, but the demanded permission of exception from

the competent authority will expire automatically two years after it was

issued, having to be renewed previous establishment that a satisfactory

solution of free software was not available.

The competent authority shall emit a permission of exception only if the State

organism guarantees the storage of data in open formats, without prejudice

of payment for the proprietary licenses.

D.3.3.6.�Article�6.�Educational�permissions

All educational establishments that depend on the State are able to manage its

proprietary software license of its use in research, after paying the correspond-

ing intellectual property rights and applicable licenses, provided that the aim

of the research is directly associated to the use of the program in question.

D.3.3.7.�Article�7.�Transparency�of�the�exceptions

The exceptions that originate in the authority of a given application must be

sustained and published in the website of the State's Portal.

The resolution that authorises the exception must enumerate the functional

requirements that the program must fulfil.

D.3.3.8.�Article�8.�Exceptional�authorisation

In case some State agency cannot fulfil its requirements with software stated

in article 2 of this law then it is authorised to acquire proprietary software to

store or process data which must be kept in reserve, the respective authority

must publish in the State's portal a report where the risks associated with the

use of given software for a particular application must be explained.
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The exceptional permissions granted to State agencies related with security

and national defence are exempted from the previously stated obligation.

D.3.3.9.�Article�9.�Responsibilities

The maximum administrative authority and the technical and informative

authority of each agencies of the State assume the responsibility for the fulfil-

ment of this law.

D.3.3.10.�Article�10.�Regulatory�norm

The executive branch of the government will rule within one hundred and

eighty days deadline, the conditions, deadlines and forms in which the current

status quo will be changed to one which satisfies the conditions of this law,

and will guide, in that sense, all future contracts and negotiations for software

acquisition.

In the same way, it will direct the migratory process of the proprietary software

systems to free software ones, in every case where the given circumstances so

demand.

D.3.3.11.�Article�11.�Glossary�of�terms

a) Program or software: any sequence of instructions used by a digital data

processing system to carry out a specific task or to solve a given problem.

b) Execution or use of a program: the act of using it on any digital data pro-

cessing system to carry out a function.

c) User: natural or legal entity that makes use of the software.

d) Source code or source program: complete set of instructions and source

digital files created or modified by those who programmed them, plus all the

support digital files, like data tables, images, specifications, documentation,

and any other element that is necessary to create the executable program.

As an exception, all those tools that are usually available as free software in

other media may be excluded, for example, compilers, operating systems and

libraries.

e) Free software or program: that which guarantees the user, without further

cost, the following:

• Unrestricted use of the program for any purpose.

• Unrestricted access to the respective source code.
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• Exhaustive inspection of the working mechanisms of the program.

• Use of the internal mechanisms and arbitrary portions of the software, to

adapt them to the needs of the user.

• Freedom to make and distribute copies of the software.

• Modification of the software and freedom to distribute said modifications

of the new resulting software, under the same license of the original soft-

ware.

f) Proprietary software (non-free software), that which does not fulfil all the

requirements listed in the previous statement.

g) Open format: any manner of digitally coded information that satisfies both

existent standards and the following conditions:

• Its technical documentation is publicly available.

• The source code of at least one complete reference implementation is pub-

licly available.

• There are no restrictions for the creation of programs that store, transmit,

receive or access data codified in such way.

D.4.�Letters�from�Microsoft�Peru�and�congressman�Villanueva

On 21st March 2002, Juan Alberto González, the general manager of Microsoft

Peru, sent a letter to congressman Edgar Villanueva Núñez with regard to his

draft bill on free software [129]. On 8th April, the congressman replied [179].

We include here the English translation of a literal transcription of almost the

whole text of both letters (the paragraphs not related to the draft bill have

been edited out).

D.4.1.�Letter�from�Microsoft�Peru

As we arranged in our meeting, we attended the forum organised in the

Congress of the Republic on March 6th regarding the law that you have pro-

posed. There we got the chance to listen to several presentations on the sub-

ject. We would now like to present our position so that you have a better view

of the real situation.
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Your proposal mandates that every public organisation exclusively uses free

software, also known as open source software. This is something which trans-

gresses the principles of equality before the law, of no discrimination, of free

private initiative, and of freedom of industry and contracting, which are pro-

tected by the Constitution.

Your proposal, by making mandatory the use of open source software, estab-

lishes discriminatory and non-competitive treatment in contracting and ac-

quisitions by public organisations, violating the basic principles of the Law of

State Contracting and Acquisitions (Number 26850).

By forcing the State to favour a business model supporting exclusively open

source software, your proposal will discourage local and international software

manufacturers who make real and important investments in the country, cre-

ate a significant number of direct and indirect jobs, and thus contribute to the

national income. In contrast, open source software development always has a

lesser benefit to the economy, since it mainly creates jobs in the service sector.

Your proposal imposes the use of open source software without considering

the risks this carries to security, warranty, and possible violation of the intel-

lectual property rights of third parties.

It erroneously assumes that open source software is free software, that is, without

cost, and therefore arrives at incorrect conclusions about money saved by the

State. It has no cost-benefit analysis to back up this assumption.

It is wrong to think that open source software is free. Research by the Gartner

Group (an important market researcher in the technology world, well-known

worldwide) has shown that the cost of software acquisition (operating system

and applications) is only 8% of the total cost of ownership that enterprises

and organisations must face as a consequence of the rational and productive

use of technology. The other 92% is costs of installation, training, support,

maintenance, management, and downtime.

One of the arguments supporting your proposal is the supposed cheapness of

open source software when compared to commercial software, without con-

sidering the possibility of volume licensing models. The State can really ben-

efit from these, as other countries have.

Additionally, the approach chosen by your project (i) is clearly more expen-

sive because of the high costs of migration; (ii) risks loss of interoperability

among information systems, both inside the State and between the State and

the private sector, due to the many different distributions of open source soft-

ware on the market.
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In most cases, open source software does not offer adequate levels of service

to achieve better productivity by its users, nor does it offer warranties from

well-known manufacturers. These things have caused many public entities to

go back on their decisions to use open source software; they are now using

commercial software in its place.

This project discourages creativity in the Peruvian software industry, which

sells USD 40 million worth of goods every year, USD 4 million of that export-

ed (10th place in the ranking of Peruvian non-traditional exports, more than

handcrafted goods) and is a source of highly skilled jobs. With a law encourag-

ing the use of open source software, programmers lose their intellectual prop-

erty rights and their most important source of remuneration.

Since open source software can be freely distributed, it cannot make any mon-

ey for its developers by exportation. In this way, it weakens the multiplier ef-

fect of software sales to other countries and stunts the growth of this local

industry, which the State should be stimulating.

In the forum, the importance of the use of open source software in education

was discussed, without commenting on the complete failure of this initiative

in countries like Mexico. There, the same State officials who supported the

project now say that open source software did not provide a learning experi-

ence to children in schools, adequate levels of training were not available na-

tionwide, inadequate support for the platform was provided, and the software

was not integrated well enough with existing school computer systems.

If open source software fulfils all the requirements of State entities, why should

a law be needed to adopt its use? Should not the market freely choose which

products provide more benefits and value?

D.4.2.�Reply�from�Congressman�Villanueva

First of all, I thank you for your letter of March 25, 2002 in which you state

the official position of Microsoft relative to Bill Number 1609, Free Software

in Public Administration, which is indubitably inspired by the desire for Peru

to find a suitable place in the global technological context. In the same spirit,

and convinced that we will find the best solutions through an exchange of

clear and open ideas, I will take this opportunity to reply to the commentaries

included in your letter.

While acknowledging that opinions such as yours constitute a significant con-

tribution, it would have been even more worthwhile for me if, rather than

formulating objections of a general nature (which we will analyse in detail

later) you had gathered solid arguments for the advantages that proprietary
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software could bring to the Peruvian State, and to its citizens in general, since

this would have allowed a more enlightening exchange in respect of each of

our positions.

With the aim of creating an orderly debate, we will assume that what you call

open source software is what the bill defines as free software, since there exists

software for which the source code is distributed together with the program,

but which does not fall within the definition established by the bill; and that

what you call commercial software is what the bill defines as proprietary or non-

free, given that there exists free software which is sold in the market for a price

like any other good or service.

It is also necessary to make it clear that the aim of the bill we are discussing is

not directly related to the amount of direct savings that can be made by using

free software in state institutions. That is in any case a marginal aggregate

value, but in no way is it the chief focus of the bill. The basic principles which

inspire the bill are linked to the basic guarantees of a state of law, such as:

• free access to public information by the citizen,

• permanence of public data,

• security of the State and citizens.

To guarantee the citizens' free access to public information, it is essential that

the coding of the data is not tied to a sole provider. The use of standard and

open formats gives a guarantee of this free access, if necessary through the

creation of compatible free software.

To guarantee the permanence of public data, it is necessary that the usability

and maintenance of the software does not depend on the goodwill of the

suppliers, or on the monopoly conditions imposed by them. For this reason

the State needs systems the development of which can be guaranteed due to

the availability of the source code.

To guarantee national security or the security of the State, it is indispensable

to be able to rely on systems without elements which allow control from a

distance or the undesired transmission of information to third parties. There-

fore, systems with source code freely accessible to the public are required to

allow their inspection by the State itself, by the citizens, and by a large num-

ber of independent experts throughout the world. Our proposal brings further

security, since the knowledge of the source code will eliminate the growing

number of programs with spy code.
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In the same way, our proposal strengthens the security of the citizens, both

in their role as legitimate owners of information managed by the State, and

in their role as consumers; in this second case, by allowing the growth of a

widespread availability of free software not containing spy code able to put at

risk privacy and individual freedoms.

In this sense, the bill is limited to establishing the conditions under which

the State bodies will obtain software in the future, that is, in a way compatible

with these basic principles.

From reading the bill it will be clear that once passed:

• the law does not forbid the production of proprietary software

• the law does not forbid the sale of proprietary software

• the law does not specify which concrete software to use

• the law does not dictate the supplier from whom software will be bought

• the law does not limit the terms under which a software product can be

licensed.

What the bill does express clearly, is that, for software to be acceptable for

the State it is not enough that it is technically capable of fulfilling a task, but

that further the contractual conditions must satisfy a series of requirements

regarding the license, without which the State cannot guarantee the citizen

adequate processing of his data, watching over its integrity, confidentiality,

and accessibility throughout time, as these are very critical aspects for its nor-

mal functioning.

We agree, Mr. González, that information and communication technology

have a significant impact on the quality of life of the citizens (whether it be

positive or negative). We surely also agree that the basic values I have pointed

out above are fundamental in a democratic state like Peru. So we are very

interested to know of any other way of guaranteeing these principles, other

than through the use of free software in the terms defined by the bill.

As for the observations you have made, we will now go on to analyse them

in detail:

Firstly, you point out that: 1. "Your proposal mandates that every public or-

ganisation exclusively use free software, also known as open source software.

This is something which transgresses the principles of equality before the law,

of no discrimination, of free private initiative, and of freedom of industry and

contracting, which are protected by the Constitution."
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This understanding is in error. The bill in no way affects the rights you list;

it limits itself entirely to establishing conditions for the use of software on

the part of state institutions, without in any way meddling in private sector

transactions. It is a well established principle that the State does not enjoy the

wide spectrum of contractual freedom of the private sector, as it is limited in

its actions precisely by the requirement for transparency of public acts; and

in this sense, the preservation of the greater common interest must prevail

when legislating on the matter.

The bill protects equality under the law, since no natural or legal entity is

excluded from the right of offering these goods to the State under the condi-

tions defined in the bill and without more limitations than those established

by the Law of State Contracts and Purchasing (TUO by Supreme Decree No.

012-2001-PCM).

The bill does not introduce any discrimination whatsoever, since it only estab-

lishes how the goods have to be provided (which is a State power) and not who

has to provide them (which would effectively be discriminatory, if restrictions

based on national origin, race religion, ideology, sexual preference etc. were

imposed). On the contrary, the bill is decidedly anti-discriminatory. This is so

because by defining with no room for doubt the conditions for the provision

of software, it prevents State bodies from using software which has a license

including discriminatory conditions.

It should be obvious from the preceding two paragraphs that the bill does not

harm free private enterprise, since the latter can always choose under what

conditions it will produce software; some of these will be acceptable to the

State, and others will not be since they contradict the guarantee of the basic

principles listed above. This free initiative is of course compatible with the

freedom of industry and freedom of contract (in the limited form in which the

State can exercise the latter). Any private subject can produce software under

the conditions which the State requires, or can refrain from doing so. Nobody

is forced to adopt a model of production, but if they wish to provide software

to the State, they must provide the mechanisms which guarantee the basic

principles, and which are those described in the bill.

By way of an example: nothing in the text of the bill would prevent your com-

pany offering the State bodies an office suite, under the conditions defined

in the bill and setting the price that you consider satisfactory. If you did not,

it would not be due to restrictions imposed by the law, but to business deci-

sions relative to the method of commercialising your products, decisions with

which the State is not involved.

To continue, you note that: 2. "Your proposal, by making mandatory the use of

open source software, establishes discriminatory and non-competitive treat-

ment in contracting and acquisitions by public organizations...".
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This statement is just a reiteration of the previous one, and so the response

can be found above. However, let us concern ourselves for a moment with

your comment regarding "non-competitive practices."

Of course, in defining any kind of purchase, the buyer sets conditions which

relate to the proposed use of the good or service. From the start, this excludes

certain manufacturers from the possibility of competing, but does not exclude

them a priori, but rather based on a series of principles determined by the au-

tonomous will of the purchaser, and so the process takes place in conformance

with the law. And in the bill it is established that no-one is excluded from com-

peting as far as he guarantees the fulfilment of the basic principles.

Furthermore, the bill stimulates competition, since it tends to generate a sup-

ply of software with better conditions of usability, and to better existing work,

in a model of continuous improvement.

On the other hand, the central aspect of competition is the chance to provide

better choices to the consumer. Now, it is impossible to ignore the fact that

marketing does not play a neutral role when the product is offered on the

market (since accepting the opposite would lead one to suppose that firms'

expenses in marketing lack any sense), and that therefore a significant expense

under this heading can influence the decisions of the purchaser. This influence

of marketing is in large measure reduced by the bill that we are backing, since

the choice within the framework proposed is based on the technical merits of

the product and not on the effort put into commercialisation by the producer;

in this sense, competition is increased, since the smallest software producer

can compete on equal terms with the most powerful corporations.

It is necessary to stress that there is no position more anti-competitive than

that of the big software producers, which frequently abuse their dominant

position, since in innumerable cases they propose as a solution to problems

raised by users: "update your software to the new version" (at the user's ex-

pense, naturally); furthermore, it is common to find arbitrary cessation of

technical help for products, which, in the provider's judgement alone, are

old; and so, to receive any kind of technical assistance, the user finds himself

forced to migrate to new versions (with non-trivial costs, especially as changes

in hardware platform are often involved). And as the whole infrastructure is

based on proprietary data formats, the user stays trapped in the need to con-

tinue using products from the same supplier, or to make the huge effort to

change to another environment (probably also proprietary).

You add: 3. "By forcing the State to favour a business model supporting exclu-

sively open source software, your proposal will discourage local and interna-

tional software manufacturers who make real and important investments in

the country, create a significant number of direct and indirect jobs, and thus
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contribute to the national income. In contrast, open source software develop-

ment always has a lesser benefit to the economy, since it mainly creates jobs

in the service sector."

I do not agree with your statement. Partly because of what you yourself point

out in paragraph 6 of your letter, regarding the relative weight of services in

the context of software use. This contradiction alone would invalidate your

position. The service model, adopted by a large number of companies in the

software industry, is much larger in economic terms, and with a tendency to

increase, than the licensing of programs.

On the other hand, the private sector of the economy has the widest possible

freedom to choose the economic model which best suits its interests, even if

this freedom of choice is often obscured subliminally by the disproportionate

expenditure on marketing by the producers of proprietary software.

In addition, a reading of your opinion would lead to the conclusion that the

State market is crucial and essential for the proprietary software industry, to

such a point that the choice made by the State in this bill would completely

eliminate the market for these firms. If that is true, we can deduce that the

State must be subsidising the proprietary software industry. In the unlikely

event that this were true, the State would have the right to apply the subsidies

in the area it considers of greatest social value; it is undeniable, in this improb-

able hypothesis, that if the State decided to subsidise software, it would have

to do so choosing the free over the proprietary, considering its social effect

and the rational use of taxpayer's money.

In respect of the jobs generated by proprietary software in countries like ours,

these mainly concern technical tasks of little aggregate value; at the local lev-

el, the technicians who provide support for proprietary software produced by

transnational companies do not have the possibility of fixing bugs, not nec-

essarily for lack of technical capability or of talent, but because they do not

have access to the source code to fix it. With free software one creates more

technically qualified employment and a framework of free competence where

success is only tied to the ability to offer good technical support and quality

of service, one stimulates the market, and one increases the shared fund of

knowledge, opening up alternatives to generate services of greater total value

and a higher quality level, to the benefit of all involved: producers, service

organisations, and consumers.

It is a common phenomenon in developing countries that local software in-

dustries obtain the majority of their takings in the service sector, or in the

creation of ad hoc software. Therefore, any negative impact that the applica-

tion of the bill might have in this sector will be more than compensated by a

growth in demand for services (as long as these are carried out to high quali-

ty standards). If the transnational software companies decide not to compete

under these new rules of the game, it is likely that they will undergo some
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decrease in takings in terms of payment for licences; however, considering

that these firms continue to allege that much of the software used by the State

has been illegally copied, one can see that the impact will not be very seri-

ous. Certainly, in any case their fortune will be determined by market laws,

changes in which cannot be avoided; many firms traditionally associated with

proprietary software have already set out on the road (supported by copious

expense) of providing services associated with free software, which shows that

the models are not mutually exclusive.

With this bill the State is deciding that it needs to preserve certain fundamen-

tal values. And it is deciding this based on its sovereign power, without af-

fecting any of the constitutional guarantees. If these values could be guaran-

teed without having to choose a particular economic model, the effects of the

law would be even more beneficial. In any case, it should be clear that the

State does not choose an economic model; if it happens that there only exists

one economic model capable of providing software which provides the basic

guarantee of these principles, this is because of historical circumstances, not

because of an arbitrary choice of a given model.

Your letter continues: "4. "Your proposal imposes the use of open source soft-

ware without considering the risks this carries to security, warranty, and pos-

sible violation of the intellectual property rights of third parties."

Alluding in an abstract way to "the risks this carries ", without specifically

mentioning a single one of these supposed dangers, shows at the least some

lack of knowledge of the topic. So, allow me to enlighten you on these points.

On security:

National security has already been mentioned in general terms in the initial

discussion of the basic principles of the bill. In more specific terms, relative to

the security of the software itself, it is well known that all software (whether

proprietary or free) contains errors or bugs (in programmers' slang). But it is

also well-known that the bugs in free software are fewer, and are fixed much

more quickly, than in proprietary software. It is not in vain that numerous

public bodies responsible for the IT security of State systems in developed

countries require the use of free software for the same conditions of security

and efficiency.

What is impossible to prove is that proprietary software is more secure than

free, without the public and open inspection of the scientific community and

users in general. This demonstration is impossible because the model of pro-

prietary software itself prevents this analysis, so that any guarantee of security

is based only on promises of good intentions (biased, by any reckoning) made

by the producer itself, or its contractors.
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It should be remembered that in many cases, the licensing conditions include

de non-disclosure clauses which prevent the user from publicly revealing secu-

rity flaws found in the licensed proprietary product.

In respect of the guarantee:

As you know perfectly well, or could find out by reading the End User License

Agreement of the products you license, in the great majority of cases the guar-

antees are limited to replacement of the storage medium in case of defects,

but in no case is compensation given for direct or indirect damages, loss of

profits, etc... If as a result of a security bug in one of your products, not fixed

in time by yourselves, an attacker managed to compromise crucial State sys-

tems, what guarantees, reparations and compensation would your company

make in accordance with your licensing conditions? The guarantees of propri-

etary software, inasmuch as programs are delivered as is, that is, in the state

in which they are, with no additional responsibility of the provider in respect

of function, in no way differ from those normal with free software.

On Intellectual Property:

Questions of intellectual property fall outside the scope of this bill, since they

are covered by other specific laws. The free software model in no way implies

ignorance of these laws, and in fact the great majority of free software is cov-

ered by copyright. In reality, the inclusion of this question in your observa-

tions shows your confusion in respect of the legal framework in which free

software is developed. The inclusion of the intellectual property of others in

works claimed as one's own is not a practice that has been noted in the free

software community; whereas, unfortunately, it has been in the area of pro-

prietary software. As an example, the condemnation by the Commercial Court

of Nanterre, France, on 27th September 2001 of Microsoft Corp. to a penalty

of 3 million francs in damages and interest, for violation of intellectual prop-

erty (piracy, to use the unfortunate term that your firm commonly uses in its

publicity).

You go on to say that: 5. "It erroneously assumes that open source software is free

software, that is, without cost, and therefore arrives at incorrect conclusions

about money saved by the State. It has no cost-benefit analysis to back up this

assumption."

This observation is wrong; in principle, freedom and lack of cost are orthog-

onal concepts: there is software which is proprietary and charged for (for ex-

ample, MS Office), software which is proprietary and free of charge (MS In-

ternet Explorer), software which is free and charged for (Red Hat, SuSE etc.,

Gnu/Linux distributions), software which is free and not charged for (Apache,

OpenOffice, Mozilla), and even software which can be licensed in a range of

combinations (MySQL).
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Certainly free software is not necessarily free of charge. And the text of the bill

does not state that it has to be so, as you will have noted after reading it. The

definitions included in the bill state clearly what should be considered free

software, at no point referring to freedom from charges. Although the possi-

bility of savings in payments for proprietary software licenses are mentioned,

the foundations of the bill clearly refer to the fundamental guarantees to be

preserved and to the stimulus to local technological development. Given that

a democratic state must support these principles, it has no other choice than

to use software with publicly available source code, and to exchange informa-

tion only in standard formats.

If the State does not use software with these characteristics, it will be weaken-

ing basic republican principles. Luckily, free software also implies lower total

costs; however, even given the hypothesis (easily disproved) that it was more

expensive than proprietary software, the simple existence of an effective free

software tool for a particular IT function would oblige the State to use it; not

by command of this bill, but because of the basic principles we enumerated at

the start, and which arise from the very essence of the lawful democratic State.

You continue: 6. "It is wrong to think that open source software is free. Re-

search by the Gartner Group (an important market researcher in the technol-

ogy world, well-known worldwide) has shown that the cost of software ac-

quisition (operating system and applications) is only 8% of the total cost of

ownership that enterprises and organisations must face as a consequence of

the rational and productive use of technology. "The other 92% consists of: in-

stallation, training, support, maintenance, management and administration,

and downtime."

This argument repeats that already given in paragraph 5 and partly contra-

dicts paragraph 3. For the sake of brevity we refer to the comments on those

paragraphs. However, allow me to point out that your conclusion is logically

false: even if according to the Gartner Group the cost of software is on average

only 8% of the total cost of use, this does not in any way deny the existence

of software which is free of charge, that is, with a licensing cost of zero.

In addition, in this paragraph you correctly point out that the service compo-

nents and losses due to down time make up the largest part of the total cost

of software use, which, as you will note, contradicts your statement regarding

the small value of services suggested in paragraph 3. Now the use of free soft-

ware contributes significantly to reduce the remaining life-cycle costs. This re-

duction in the costs of installation, support etc. can be noted in several areas:

in the first place, the competitive service model of free software, support and

maintenance for which can be freely contracted out to a range of suppliers

competing on the grounds of quality and low cost (this is true for installation,

enabling, and support, and in large part for maintenance). In the second place,

due to the reproductive characteristics of the model, maintenance carried out

for an application is easily replicable, without incurring large costs (that is,
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without paying more than once for the same thing) since modifications, if one

wishes, can be incorporated in the common fund of knowledge. Thirdly, the

huge costs caused by non-functioning software (blue screens of death, malicious

code such as virus, worms, and trojans, exceptions, general protection faults

and other well-known problems) are reduced considerably by using more sta-

ble software. And it is well-known that one of the most remarkable virtues of

free software is its stability.

You further state that: 7. "One of the arguments supporting your proposal is

the supposed cheapness of open source software when compared to commer-

cial software, without considering the possibility of volume licensing models,

which can be highly advantageous for the State, as has happened in other

countries."

I have already pointed out that what is in question is not the cost of the soft-

ware but the principles of freedom of information, accessibility, and security.

These arguments have been covered extensively in the preceding paragraphs

to which I would refer you.

On the other hand, there certainly exist types of volume licensing (although

unfortunately proprietary software does not satisfy the basic principles). But

as you correctly pointed out in the immediately preceding paragraph of your

letter, they only manage to reduce the impact of a component which makes

up no more than 8% of the total.

You continue: 8. "Additionally, the approach chosen by your project (i) is clear-

ly more expensive because of the high costs of migration; (ii) risks loss of in-

teroperability among information systems, both inside the State and between

the State and the public sector, due to the many different distributions of open

source software on the market."

Let us analyse your statement in two parts. Your first argument, that migration

implies high costs, is in reality an argument in favour of the bill. Because the

more time goes by, the more difficult migration to another technology will

become; and at the same time, the security risks associated with proprietary

software will continue to increase. In this way, the use of proprietary systems

and formats will make the State ever more dependent on specific suppliers.

On the contrary, once a policy of using free software has been established

(which certainly, does imply some cost) then on the contrary migration from

one system to another becomes very simple, since all data is stored in open

formats. On the other hand, migration to an open software context implies

no more costs than migration between two different proprietary software con-

texts, which invalidates your argument completely.

The second argument refers to "loss of interoperability among information

systems, both inside the State and between the State and the private sector".

This statement implies a certain lack of knowledge of the way in which free
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software is built, which does not maximise the dependence of the user on a

particular platform, as normally happens in the realm of proprietary software.

Even when there are multiple free software distributions, and numerous pro-

grams which can be used for the same function, interoperability is guaranteed

as much by the use of standard formats, as required by the bill, as by the pos-

sibility of creating interoperable software given the availability of the source

code.

You then say that: 9. "In most cases, open source software does not offer ad-

equate levels of service to achieve better productivity by its users, nor does

it offer warranties from well-known manufacturers. These things have caused

many public entities to go back on their decisions to use open source software;

they are now using commercial software in its place."

This observation is without foundation. In respect of the guarantee, your ar-

gument was rebutted in the response to paragraph 4. In respect of support

services, it is possible to use free software without them (just as also happens

with proprietary software), but anyone who does need them can obtain sup-

port separately, whether from local firms or from international corporations,

again just as in the case of proprietary software.

On the other hand, it would contribute greatly to our analysis if you could

inform us about free software projects established in public bodies which have

already been abandoned in favour of proprietary software. We know of a good

number of cases where the opposite has taken place, but do not know of any

where what you describe has taken place.

You continue by observing that: 10. "This project discourages creativity in the

Peruvian software industry, which sells USD 40 million worth of goods every

year, USD 4 million of that exported (10th place in the ranking of Peruvian non

traditional exports, more than handcrafted goods) and is a source of highly

skilled jobs. With a law encouraging the use of open source software, program-

mers lose their intellectual property rights and their most important source

of remuneration."

It is clear enough that nobody is forced to commercialise their code as free

software. The only thing to take into account is that if it is not free software,

it cannot be sold to the public sector. This is not in any case the main market

for the national software industry. We covered some questions referring to the

influence of the bill on the generation of employment which would be both

highly technically qualified and in better conditions for competition above,

so it seems unnecessary to insist on this point.

What follows in your statement is incorrect. On the one hand, no author of

free software loses his intellectual property rights, unless he expressly wishes to

place his work in the public domain. The free software movement has always

been very respectful of intellectual property, and has generated widespread
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public recognition of authors. Names like those of Richard Stallman, Linus

Torvalds, Guido van Rossum, Larry Wall, Miguel de Icaza, Andrew Tridgell,

Theo de Raadt, Andrea Arcangeli, Bruce Perens, Darren Reed, Alan Cox, Er-

ic Raymond, and many others, are recognised world-wide for their contribu-

tions to the development of software that is used today by millions of peo-

ple throughout the world, whilst there are many material authors of excellent

pieces of proprietary software who remain anonymous. On the other hand, to

say that the rewards for authors rights make up the main source of payment

of Peruvian programmers is in any case a guess, in particular since there is no

proof to this effect, nor a demonstration of how the use of free software by

the State would influence these payments.

You go on to say that: 11. "Since open source software can be freely distributed,

it cannot make any money for its developers by exportation. In this way, it

weakens the multiplier effect of software sales to other countries and stunts

the growth of this local industry, which the State should be stimulating."

This statement shows once again complete ignorance of the mechanisms of

and market for free software. It tries to claim that the market of sale of non-

exclusive rights for use (sale of licences) is the only possible one for the soft-

ware industry, when you yourself pointed out several paragraphs above that it

is not even the most important one. The incentives that the bill offers for the

growth of a supply of better qualified professionals, together with the increase

in experience that working on a large scale with free software within the State

will bring for Peruvian technicians, will place them in a highly competitive

position to offer their services abroad.

You then state that: "12. In the forum, the importance of the use of open source

software in education was discussed, without commenting on the complete

failure of this initiative in countries like Mexico. There, the same State officials

who supported the project now say that open source software did not provide

a learning experience to children in schools, adequate levels of training were

not available nationwide, inadequate support for the platform was provided,

and the software was not integrated well enough with existing school com-

puter systems."

In fact Mexico has gone into reverse with the Red Escolar (Schools Network)

project. This is due precisely to the fact that the driving forces behind the

Mexican project used license costs as their main argument, instead of the oth-

er reasons specified in our project, which are far more essential. Because of this

conceptual mistake, and as a result of the lack of effective support from the

SEP (Secretary of State for Public Education), the assumption was made that

to implant free software in schools it would be enough to drop their software

budget and send them a CD ROM with GNU/Linux instead. Of course this

failed, and it could not have been otherwise, just as school laboratories fail

when they use proprietary software and have no budget for implementation

and maintenance. That is exactly why our bill is not limited to making the use
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of free software mandatory, but recognises the need to create a viable migra-

tion plan, in which the State undertakes the technical transition in an orderly

way in order to then enjoy the advantages of free software.

You end with a rhetorical question: 13. "If open source software fulfils all the

requirements of State entities, why should a law be needed to adopt its use?

Should not the market freely choose which products provide more benefits

and value?"

We agree that in the private sector of the economy, it must be the market that

decides which products to use, and no State interference is permissible there.

However, in the case of the public sector, the reasoning is not the same: as

we have already established, the State archives, handles, and transmits infor-

mation which does not belong to it, but which is entrusted to it by citizens,

who have no alternative under the rule of law. As a counterpart to this legal

requirement, the State must take extreme measures to safeguard the integrity,

confidentiality, and accessibility of this information. The use of proprietary

software raises serious doubts as to whether these requirements can be ful-

filled, lacks conclusive evidence in this respect, and so is not suitable for use

in the public sector.

The need for a law is based, firstly, on the realisation of the fundamental prin-

ciples listed above in the specific area of software; secondly, on the fact that

the State is not an ideal homogeneous entity, but made up of multiple bodies

with varying degrees of autonomy in decision making. Given that it is inap-

propriate to use proprietary software, the fact of establishing these rules in

law will prevent the personal discretion of any State employee from putting at

risk the information which belongs to citizens. And above all, because it con-

stitutes an up-to-date reaffirmation in relation to the means of management

and communication of information used today, it is based on the republican

principle of openness to the public.

In conformance with this universally accepted principle, the citizen has the

right to know all information held by the State and not covered by well-found-

ed declarations of secrecy based on law. Now, software deals with information

and is itself information. Information in a special form, capable of being in-

terpreted by a machine in order to execute actions, but crucial information all

the same because the citizen has a legitimate right to know, for example, how

his vote is computed or his taxes calculated. And for that he must have free

access to the source code and be able to prove to his satisfaction the programs

used for electoral computations or calculation of his taxes.

D.5.�Decree�of�Measures�to�Promote�the�Knowledge�Society�in�Andalucía

Below are some of the articles, related to free software, of the abovementioned

Decree on Measures to Encourage the Knowledge Society in Andalucía [99].
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• Article 11. Educational materials in computer format.

1. All public teaching centres will have educational materials and pro-

grams in computerised format, preferably based on free software. In any

case, the centres will receive these formats from the Regional Government

of Andalucía.

2. Likewise, the teachers will receive incentives for using computerised

curricular materials and programs or using Internet, especially with regard

to developments made using free software.

• Article 31. Free software.

1. When purchasing computer equipment that will be used in public

teaching centres for educational activities, it should be ensured that all

the hardware is compatible with operating systems based on free software.

Computers will come preinstalled with all the free software that is neces-

sary for the specific purposes for which they are intended.

2. The computer equipment that the Regional Government of Andalucía

provides for public access to Internet will be based on free software prod-

ucts.

3. The Regional Government of Andalucía will foster the dissemination

and the personal, domestic and educational use of free software. For these

purposes, an online advice service will be established for the installation

and use of these types of products.

• Article 49. Objective.

1. There will be subsidies for the development of innovative projects that

facilitate the integration of IT and communications in professional and

occupational training.

2. These projects will follow one of the following models:

a) Preparation of materials and contents of professional and occupational

training for their use and dissemination by Internet, especially with regard

to the developments made using free software.

b) Training initiatives using innovative methods, such as long-distance

learning and methods whereby the students only need to attend the cours-

es personally on certain occasions.
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5. Appendix E. Creative Commons'
Attribution-ShareAlike

Version 3.0 Unported

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES

NOT PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES

NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COM-

MONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE

COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION

PROVIDED, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

ITS USE.

1.�License

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS

CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK

IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE

OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORISED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR

COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU AC-

CEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. TO THE

EXTENT THIS LICENSE MAY BE CONSIDERED TO BE A CONTRACT, THE LI-

CENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION

OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

1.�Definitions

a) "Adaptation" means a work based upon the Work, or upon the Work

and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, adaptation, derivative

work, arrangement of music or other alterations of a literary or artistic

work, or phonogram or performance and includes cinematographic adap-

tations or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed,

or adapted including in any form recognisably derived from the original,

except that a work that constitutes a Collection will not be considered an

Adaptation for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt,

where the Work is a musical work, performance or phonogram, the syn-

chronisation of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synch-

ing") will be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License.

b) "Collection" means a collection of literary or artistic works, such as ency-

clopedias and anthologies, or performances, phonograms or broadcasts,

or other works or subject matter other than works listed in Section 1(f) be-
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low, which, by reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents,

constitute intellectual creations, in which the Work is included in its en-

tirety in unmodified form along with one or more other contributions,

each constituting separate and independent works in themselves, which

together are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a

Collection will not be considered an Adaptation (as defined below) for the

purposes of this License.

c) "Creative�Commons�Compatible�License" means a license that is listed at

http://creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses that has been approved

by Creative Commons as being essentially equivalent to this License, in-

cluding, at a minimum, because that license: (i) contains terms that have

the same purpose, meaning and effect as the License Elements of this Li-

cense; and, (ii) explicitly permits the relicensing of adaptations of works

made available under that license under this License or a Creative Com-

mons jurisdiction license with the same License Elements as this License.

d) "Distribute" means to make available to the public the original and copies

of the Work or Adaptation, as appropriate, through sale or other transfer

of ownership.

e) "License�Elements" means the following high-level license attributes as

selected by Licensor and indicated in the title of this License: Attribution,

ShareAlike.

f) "Licensor" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities that

offer(s) the Work under the terms of this License.

g) "Original�Author" means, in the case of a literary or artistic work, the

individual, individuals, entity or entities who created the Work or if no

individual or entity can be identified, the publisher; and in addition (i) in

the case of a performance the actors, singers, musicians, dancers, and oth-

er persons who act, sing, deliver, declaim, play in, interpret or otherwise

perform literary or artistic works or expressions of folklore; (ii) in the case

of a phonogram the producer being the person or legal entity who first

fixes the sounds of a performance or other sounds; and, (iii) in the case of

broadcasts, the organisation that transmits the broadcast.

h) "Work" means the literary and/or artistic work offered under the terms

of this License including without limitation any production in the liter-

ary, scientific and artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of

its expression including digital form, such as a book, pamphlet and other

writing; a lecture, address, sermon or other work of the same nature; a

dramatic or dramatico-musical work; a choreographic work or entertain-

ment in dumb show; a musical composition with or without words; a cin-

ematographic work to which are assimilated works expressed by a process

analogous to cinematography; a work of drawing, painting, architecture,
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sculpture, engraving or lithography; a photographic work to which are as-

similated works expressed by a process analogous to photography; a work

of applied art; an illustration, map, plan, sketch or three-dimensional work

relative to geography, topography, architecture or science; a performance;

a broadcast; a phonogram; a compilation of data to the extent it is pro-

tected as a copyrightable work; or a work performed by a variety or circus

performer to the extent it is not otherwise considered a literary or artistic

work.

i) "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License

who has not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to

the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to

exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

j) "Publicly�Perform" means to perform public recitations of the Work and

to communicate to the public those public recitations, by any means

or process, including by wire or wireless means or public digital perfor-

mances; to make available to the public Works in such a way that members

of the public may access these Works from a place and at a place individ-

ually chosen by them; to perform the Work to the public by any means or

process and the communication to the public of the performances of the

Work, including by public digital performance; to broadcast and rebroad-

cast the Work by any means including signs, sounds or images.

k) "Reproduce" means to make copies of the Work by any means including

without limitation by sound or visual recordings and the right of fixation

and reproducing fixations of the Work, including storage of a protected

performance or phonogram in digital form or other electronic medium.

2.�Fair�Dealing�Rights. Nothing in this License is intended to reduce, limit,

or restrict any uses free from copyright or rights arising from limitations or

exceptions that are provided for in connection with the copyright protection

under copyright law or other applicable laws.

3.�License�Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor

hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the

duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work

as stated below:

a) to Reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collec-

tions, and to Reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collections;

b) to create and Reproduce Adaptations provided that any such Adaptation,

including any translation in any medium, takes reasonable steps to clearly

label, demarcate or otherwise identify that changes were made to the orig-

inal Work. For example, a translation could be marked "The original work
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was translated from English to Spanish," or a modification could indicate

"The original work has been modified.";

c) to Distribute and Publicly Perform the Work including as incorporated in

Collections; and,

d) to Distribute and Publicly Perform Adaptations.

e) For the avoidance of doubt:

a) Non-waivable�Compulsory�License�Schemes. In those jurisdictions

in which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or com-

pulsory licensing scheme cannot be waived, the Licensor reserves the

exclusive right to collect such royalties for any exercise by You of the

rights granted under this License;

b) Waivable� Compulsory� License� Schemes. In those jurisdictions in

which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or compul-

sory licensing scheme can be waived, the Licensor waives the exclu-

sive right to collect such royalties for any exercise by You of the rights

granted under this License; and,

c) Voluntary�License�Schemes. The Licensor waives the right to collect

royalties, whether individually or, in the event that the Licensor is a

member of a collecting society that administers voluntary licensing

schemes, via that society, from any exercise by You of the rights grant-

ed under this License.

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now

known or hereafter devised. The above rights include the right to make such

modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media

and formats. Subject to Section 8(f), all rights not expressly granted by Licen-

sor are hereby reserved.

4.�Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made sub-

ject to and limited by the following restrictions:

a) You may Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work only under the terms of

this License. You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Iden-

tifier (URI) for, this License with every copy of the Work You Distribute

or Publicly Perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work

that restrict the terms of this License or the ability of the recipient of the

Work to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of

the License. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all

notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties with

every copy of the Work You Distribute or Publicly Perform. When You Dis-

tribute or Publicly Perform the Work, You may not impose any effective

technological measures on the Work that restrict the ability of a recipient
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of the Work from You to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under

the terms of the License. This Section 4(a) applies to the Work as incorpo-

rated in a Collection, but this does not require the Collection apart from

the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If You cre-

ate a Collection, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent

practicable, remove from the Collection any credit as required by Section

4(c), as requested. If You create an Adaptation, upon notice from any Li-

censor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Adaptation

any credit as required by Section 4(c), as requested.

b) You may Distribute or Publicly Perform an Adaptation only under the

terms of: (i) this License; (ii) a later version of this License with the same

License Elements as this License; (iii) a Creative Commons jurisdiction

license (either this or a later license version) that contains the same Li-

cense Elements as this License (e.g., Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 US)); (iv)

a Creative Commons Compatible License. If you license the Adaptation

under one of the licenses mentioned in (iv), you must comply with the

terms of that license. If you license the Adaptation under the terms of

any of the licenses mentioned in (i), (ii) or (iii) (the "Applicable License"),

you must comply with the terms of the Applicable License generally and

the following provisions: (I) You must include a copy of, or the URI for,

the Applicable License with every copy of each Adaptation You Distribute

or Publicly Perform; (II) You may not offer or impose any terms on the

Adaptation that restrict the terms of the Applicable License or the ability

of the recipient of the Adaptation to exercise the rights granted to that

recipient under the terms of the Applicable License; (III) You must keep

intact all notices that refer to the Applicable License and to the disclaimer

of warranties with every copy of the Work as included in the Adaptation

You Distribute or Publicly Perform; (IV) when You Distribute or Publicly

Perform the Adaptation, You may not impose any effective technological

measures on the Adaptation that restrict the ability of a recipient of the

Adaptation from You to exercise the rights granted to that recipient un-

der the terms of the Applicable License. This Section 4(b) applies to the

Adaptation as incorporated in a Collection, but this does not require the

Collection apart from the Adaptation itself to be made subject to the terms

of the Applicable License.

c) If You Distribute, or Publicly Perform the Work or any Adaptations or Col-

lections, You must, unless a request has been made pursuant to Section

4(a), keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable

to the medium or means You are utilising: (i) the name of the Original Au-

thor (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or if the Original Au-

thor and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g., a sponsor in-

stitute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution ("Attribution Parties") in

Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means,

the name of such party or parties; (ii) the title of the Work if supplied; (iii)

to the extent reasonably practicable, the URI, if any, that Licensor specifies
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to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copy-

right notice or licensing information for the Work; and (iv), consistent

with Section 3(b), in the case of an Adaptation, a credit identifying the

use of the Work in the Adaptation (e.g., "French translation of the Work

by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original

Author"). The credit required by this Section 4(c) may be implemented in

any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Adapta-

tion or Collection, at a minimum such credit will appear, if a credit for all

contributing authors of the Adaptation or Collection appears, then as part

of these credits and in a manner at least as prominent as the credits for

the other contributing authors. For the avoidance of doubt, You may only

use the credit required by this Section for the purpose of attribution in the

manner set out above and, by exercising Your rights under this License,

You may not implicitly or explicitly assert or imply any connection with,

sponsorship or endorsement by the Original Author, Licensor and/or At-

tribution Parties, as appropriate, of You or Your use of the Work, without

the separate, express prior written permission of the Original Author, Li-

censor and/or Attribution Parties.

d) Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Licensor or as may be other-

wise permitted by applicable law, if You Reproduce, Distribute or Publicly

Perform the Work either by itself or as part of any Adaptations or Collec-

tions, You must not distort, mutilate, modify or take other derogatory ac-

tion in relation to the Work which would be prejudicial to the Original

Author's honor or reputation. Licensor agrees that in those jurisdictions

(e.g. Japan), in which any exercise of the right granted in Section 3(b) of

this License (the right to make Adaptations) would be deemed to be a dis-

tortion, mutilation, modification or other derogatory action prejudicial

to the Original Author's honor and reputation, the Licensor will waive

or not assert, as appropriate, this Section, to the fullest extent permitted

by the applicable national law, to enable You to reasonably exercise Your

right under Section 3(b) of this License (right to make Adaptations) but

not otherwise.

5.�Representations,�Warranties�and�Disclaimer

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING,

LICENSOR OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR

WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED,

STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WAR-

RANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PUR-

POSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DE-

FECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER

OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EX-

CLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT AP-

PLY TO YOU.
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6.�Limitation�on�Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLI-

CABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY

LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNI-

TIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSI-

BILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7.�Termination

a) This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatical-

ly upon any breach by You of the terms of this License. Individuals or en-

tities who have received Adaptations or Collections from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such

individuals or entities remain in full compliance with those licenses. Sec-

tions 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

b) Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is per-

petual (for the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwith-

standing the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under

different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; pro-

vided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this Li-

cense (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted un-

der the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force

and effect unless terminated as stated above.

8.�Miscellaneous

a) Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work or a Collection, the

Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the same terms

and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

b) Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform an Adaptation, Licensor of-

fers to the recipient a license to the original Work on the same terms and

conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

c) If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applica-

ble law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder

of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to

this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

d) No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach

consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed

by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

e) This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with re-

spect to the Work licensed here. There are no understandings, agreements
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or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor

shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any

communication from You. This License may not be modified without the

mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

f) The rights granted under, and the subject matter referenced, in this License

were drafted utilising the terminology of the Berne Convention for the

Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (as amended on September 28,

1979), the Rome Convention of 1961, the WIPO Copyright Treaty of 1996,

the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 1996 and the Univer-

sal Copyright Convention (as revised on July 24, 1971). These rights and

subject matter take effect in the relevant jurisdiction in which the License

terms are sought to be enforced according to the corresponding provisions

of the implementation of those treaty provisions in the applicable nation-

al law. If the standard suite of rights granted under applicable copyright

law includes additional rights not granted under this License, such addi-

tional rights are deemed to be included in the License; this License is not

intended to restrict the license of any rights under applicable law.
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6. Appendix F. GNU Free Documentation License

Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 51 Franklin St,

Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA Everyone is permitted to copy and

distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

0.�PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional

and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the

effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it,

either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves

for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being

considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the

document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the

GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free soft-

ware.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software,

because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come

with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this

License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work,

regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We

recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction

or reference.

1.�APPLICABILITY�AND�DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that con-

tains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed un-

der the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free

license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated

herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any mem-

ber of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license

if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission un-

der copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Doc-

ument or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.
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A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the

Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or au-

thors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related mat-

ters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject.

(Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Sec-

tion may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter

of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are desig-

nated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the

Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above

definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant.

The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does

not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-

Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is

released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and

a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, rep-

resented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that

is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text edi-

tors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for draw-

ings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to

text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for

input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format

whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discour-

age subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format

is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is

not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII with-

out markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using

a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript

or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image for-

mats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats

that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available,

and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors for output purposes only.
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The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such fol-

lowing pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires

to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title

page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance

of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text

that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific sec-

tion name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications",

"Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when

you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" ac-

cording to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers

are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards

disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers

may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

2.�VERBATIM�COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commer-

cially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices,

and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are repro-

duced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those

of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control

the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However,

you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large

enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you

may publicly display copies.

3.�COPYING�IN�QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed

covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's

license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that

carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front

cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly

and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must

present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible.

You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes

limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and

satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.
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If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you

should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover,

and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more

than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along

with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-

network location from which the general network-using public has access to

download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent

copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you

must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque

copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus ac-

cessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you

distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document

well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance

to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4.�MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the

conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified

Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role

of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modi-

fied Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these

things in the Modified Version:

• A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from

that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should,

if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You

may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of

that version gives permission.

• B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities re-

sponsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, to-

gether with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its

principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from

this requirement.

• C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Ver-

sion, as the publisher.

• D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
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• E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to

the other copyright notices.

• F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving

the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this

License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

• G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and

required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

• H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

• I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it

an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the

Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled

"History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and

publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item

describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

• J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public

access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network

locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on.

These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network

location for a work that was published at least four years before the Doc-

ument itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives

permission.

• K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and

tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications giv-

en therein.

• L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their

text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not consid-

ered part of the section titles.

• M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be

included in the Modified Version.

• N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to

conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

• O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that

qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Doc-

ument, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as in-
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variant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Mod-

ified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other sec-

tion titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing

but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties - for example,

statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organisa-

tion as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage

of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts

in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of

Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any

one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover,

previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are

acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old

one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old

one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give

permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorse-

ment of any Modified Version.

5.�COMBINING�DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions,

provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections

of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant

Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve

all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple

identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are

multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make

the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses,

the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else

a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the

various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise

combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled

"Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

6.�COLLECTIONS�OF�DOCUMENTS
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You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License

in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection,

provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each

of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it

individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into

the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding

verbatim copying of that document.

7.�AGGREGATION�WITH�INDEPENDENT�WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and in-

dependent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compila-

tion is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what

the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate,

this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not

themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the

Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate,

the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Docu-

ment within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Doc-

ument is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers

that bracket the whole aggregate.

8.�TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute trans-

lations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sec-

tions with translations requires special permission from their copyright hold-

ers, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in ad-

dition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and

any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original En-

glish version of this License and the original versions of those notices and

disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the origi-

nal version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will

prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications",

or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will

typically require changing the actual title.
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9.�TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as

expressly provided for under this License. Any other attempt to copy, modi-

fy, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will automatically ter-

minate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received

copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses ter-

minated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

10.�FUTURE�REVISIONS�OF�THIS�LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU

Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be

similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any

later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been

published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document

does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version

ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

How�to�use�this�License�for�your�documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the

License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices

just after the title page:

Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME. Permission is granted to copy, distribute

and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documenta-

tion License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-

Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

Free Documentation License".

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, re-

place the "with...Texts." line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the Front-Cover

Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combina-

tion of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.
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If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recom-

mend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software

license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free

software.
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